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In the chat: 

Where in the world are you 
right now?



● Intro
● Why Wikimedia?
● Panelists’ experience dealing with public 

knowledge gaps on Wikimedia projects
● Panelists’ demo contributing to different 

perspectives on the topic
● How to get started!
● Resources
● Q&A

Today’s 
agenda



Where are we in 
communicating the 
climate crises?



Where are we in the 
process?

If I were talking to you about 
10-15 years ago, we would be 
focused on persuading people 
to believe in climate change, 
and climate denial… but….

https://boingboing.net/2015/04/03/the-5-psychological-barriers-t.html



But something has happened in 
the last few years…



Where the reality 
that we are living in 
climate change has 
become visible



https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/international-public-opinion-on-climate-change-2022/

The question is more “what do we do 
about it?”



We need to do two things: 

Help people find their “thing”

https://www.ayanaelizabeth.com/climatevenn

Get as much in context, actionable, 
high quality knowledge as possible

http://saras-institute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Knowledge-gaps-and-climate-adaptation-policy-a-comparative-analysis-
of-six-Latin-American-countries.pdf



And we have to do it in ways 
that help people.



Share one thing in the chat that 
you wish the public knew more 
about the climate crises, and its 
effects on your context.



So why Wikimedia 
projects?



What is Wikimedia?



We are the only top 10 website that is a non-profit -- and our mission is for all 
knowledge in all languages

We are in over 300 languages.

"Imagine a world in which every single person on the planet is given free 
access to the sum of all human knowledge. That's what we're doing."



Wikipedia articles explicitly about climate change topics

346 million pageviews (40 % English, 60 % Non-English)
# of articles across language: 31,000 

What about the millions of other pageviews to paragraphs or 
sections also about climate change?

16 billion page views across 2 billion devices 

What kind of scale are we talking about?



Plays an important role in informing public on breaking 
issues...



But more often we are searching for context on the world 
around us



Or connecting the dots with environmental issues 



And these actions don’t have to be huge…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keta_M
unicipal_District



+

We want you to bring in a 
multidisciplinary approach to public 
knowledge on climate change!

Special thanks to! 

Partnership by

CAN Europe CC-BY-SA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Faces_of_the_Climate_Fight_(49104967073).jpg


How are we dealing 
with public knowledge 
on climate crisis?



Introductions 

How did you connect climate 
communication with Wikimedia 

Projects?

What about your background helps 
you do this climate action? 



LATAM focus: Gender & biodiversity

After organizing Wiki for Human Rights 
2022, we realized that we could tap into 

the collective experience of participants – 
which topics did they have interest in 

working on?



LATAM focus: Gender & biodiversity

Examples of activities include: +15 online & 
in-person edit-a-thons (with +400 images 
released!), a photo contest on waves, +20 
panels, wikicamps & field trips, 1 online 

courses, among many others!



Some knowledge gaps we’re helping to cover with the campaign

Women environmental defenders, 
particularly from the Amazon 
region or indigenous leaders



Some knowledge gaps we’re helping to cover with the campaign

About concepts related to 
environmental issues, conservation 

practices, among others



Some knowledge gaps we’re helping to cover with the campaign

Or about native species from the 
region, particularly helping with 
their visibility through content 

donations



Learn more about the LATAM campaign:

https://w.wiki/6XnL

https://w.wiki/6XnL


Institutional experience dealing with the topic …..

Tatjana Baleta
● Conservation 

researcher

● Science 

communicator

● Wikimedia Visiting 

Fellow at the GSI



Institutional experience dealing with the topic …..

Wikipedian in Residence



Environmental knowledge gaps relating to Institutional engagement 





Community experience dealing with the topic…..

As an environmentalist organizing in the 
free knowledge movement, it is important 
to me that people understand the climate 
change topic in order to identify gaps in 
their context. 

Hamza DK, CC-BY-SA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Faces_of_the_Climate_Fight_(49104967073).jpg


Community experience dealing with the topic…..

The April-June WikiForHumanRights campaign 

celebrates the Right to a Healthy Environment 

documenting the  human impacts of the crises of 

climate change, pollution and biodiversity loss while the 

Africa Environment WikiFocus Celebrates Wangari 

Maathai Day. 

Islahaddow,  CC-BY-SA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Faces_of_the_Climate_Fight_(49104967073).jpg


Environmental knowledge gaps relating to community engagement 

Making climate knowledge available to local populations 

Igbo Hausa

Spanish Kinyarwanda

Haitian Creole Swahili



Making climate knowledge available to local populations 

Arabic

Yoruba

English



We see a range of climate change related topics  

Food security, gender, ecosystems, 
biodiversity, waste management, 
transportation and climate change 
impacts



These Topics are Covered in Diverse Forms……

● Articles
● Climate/Environment 

Words
● Structured Data
● Climate/Environment 

Quotes
● Images
● Audio pronunciations of 

Climate/Environment 
Words in multiple 
languages

● Videos

CAN Europe CC-BY-SA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Faces_of_the_Climate_Fight_(49104967073).jpg


Questions?



So what does 
contributing look like?



Wikipedia Policies
● (N)otability - significant independent sources -> encyclopedic 

relevance
● (V)erifiability - Use reliable sources to reference information

○ (NOR) No original research - point to existing authoritative 
opinions

○ (NPOV) Neutral Point of View - summarize the key points

41



Example edit on Wikipedia 
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Edit buttons 
Edit = Visual Editor, Edit Source = Code

Edit w/ Visual Editor = What you see is what you get (mostly)
1. Locate article on work list 

2.  Select ‘Edit’ to use Visual Editor, ‘Edit Source’ for Source editing 
3. Unsure if you are in Visual Editor? 

Select the Pencil (red arrow), select ‘Visual editing’
4. Edit as you would in a word processor

Formatting buttons
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Cite your sources
1. Place cursor in desired location, select ‘Cite’

2. Follow prompts 



45

Adding Sections
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Adding Sections
1. Place cursor    2.    Select ‘Paragraph’    3.    Select ‘Heading’

New section with heading





Immediate Next Steps?

● Create a wikimedia account and add it on the meta page or 
dashboard

● Be bold and start with a single edit to contribute to the topic on 
wikipedia. See how to start here

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:CreateAccount&returnto=Main+Page
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Green_Expressions/Cambridge_Climate_Society#Participants
https://outreachdashboard.wmflabs.org/courses/WikiVibrance_and_Cambridge_Climate_Society/Green_Expressions_2023_at_Cambridge_Climate_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Introduction




Want clarify anything? 
Now is the time to ask Questions or share Comments.


